
sophia. take those silly heads off their necks. 10" vinyl / digital. ep. raubbau raub-092 
 
available on bandcamp: 
https://raubbau.bandcamp.com/album/take-those-silly-heads-off-their-necks 

 
tracklist: 
01. those blinded opened eyes 
02. social depression 
03. into the oblivious nothingness 
04. vomitory 
 
10" black vinyl. matte cardboard sleeve with 4 pages inlay. limited edition 200 copies. incl. digital 
download-code. release date: 13.11.2022 
 
 
sophia in a nutshell: started in 1998 as a more experimental-minded side-project of arcana, the peter 
bjärgo-led outfit then released seminal martial industrial albums in the early 2000s via cold meat industry 
and cyclic law. the 2016 comeback album “unclean” appeared more versatile than ever, with a wide range 
of sonic expressions from ambient calm to upfront aggression. 
 
“take those silly heads of their necks” proclaims a stance of fundamental disapproval of the ways of 
civilization, and how could that be more appropriate then in the light of current events? the detached male 
and female vocal delivery hovers above creepy layers of ambient doom, deeply unsettling noises float in 
from unexpected angles, an isolated synth line leads the pack into the oblivious nothingness. 
not for the faint of heart, this is a classy 18-minute glimpse into nihilism.  
 
 
discography: 
take those silly heads off their necks. 10inch. ep. raubbau raub-092. 2022 
this year give a share to sophia. 7inch. ep. lichterklang lk041. 2017 
unclean. cyclic law. cd/lp/tape. album. cyclic law 84th cycle. 2016 
the collective works 2000 - 2003. 4xcd. compilation. cyclic law 31st cycle. 2010 
deconstruction of the world. cd/lp. album. cyclic law 4th cycle/9th cycle. 2003   
the seduction of madness. cd. ep. cold meat industry cmi111. 2002 
spite. cd. album. cold meat industry. cmi116. 2002    
herbstwerk. cd. album. cold meat industry cmi.96. 2001 
death, dumb and blind. 7inch. ep. erebus odora erebus 003. 2001  
aus der welt. 10inch. ep. erebus odora erebus 001. 2001  
sigillum militum. cd. album. cold meat industry cmi.89. 2000 
 
 
websites: 
sophia: www.erebusodora.net/sophia · www.officialsophia.bandcamp.com · 
www.facebook.com/sophiaindustrial 
raubbau: www.raubbau.org · www.facebook.com/raubbau.label · www.raubbau.bandcamp.com 
 
 
distribution: 
ant-zen. audio & visual arts 
www.ant-zen.com · www.facebook.com/antzen.official · www.ant-zen.bandcamp.com 
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